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The Story
of the Renters
Mark 12:1-12

NUGGET

Learn from others’ stories,
and try to avoid making the
same mistakes. But if you
find yourself in a challenging
situation with a not-so-good
consequence, have faith and
take to heart the lesson God
has set before you.

GRADE
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Read The Story of the Renters in Mark 12:1-12
•
•
•
•

Let’s sort out the players in the parable: What is the vineyard? Who does the vineyard owner represent?
The farmers/renters? The servants the owner sent to the vineyard? The son of the vineyard owner?
Why did the owner of the vineyard send so many servants to the renters? (See Exodus 34:6; Psalm 86:15,
103:8, 145:8; Joel 2:13; Jonah 4:2; Nahum 1:3)
Share a story about a time somebody was slow to get angry with you and/or gave you a 2nd chance.
Have you ever done this for someone else?
Have you ever failed to pay attention to a warning? What was the consequence?

From Dawn’s message: My SO WHAT for you is the reminder to listen to (and learn from)
one another’s stories.
•
•
•
•
•

Think about and share a lesson you have learned from watching a movie/TV show or reading a book.
What was the “moral of the story”?
Share about a time you got into trouble in elementary school. What did you learn from the situation?
Share about the most recent life lesson you learned the hard way (by personally experiencing the
consequences). What was the lesson?
Share about a time you learned something from somebody else’s mistake.
Have you ever had to end an unhealthy friendship? What did you learn about yourself in the process?

Going Deeper
•

Read and discuss the following scripture passages that are referenced in Mark 12:1-12: Isaiah 5:1-7 and
Psalm 118:22-23.

